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ABSTRACT

The paper looks at some of the services that will be offered by ATM in future and
their general characteristics. The paper then reviews ATM technology and the various
traffic and control functions. Finally the performance comparisons of both the static and
dynamic rate Leaky Bucket schemes is presented. The conclusions are that the dynamic
rate scheme can control several traffic parameters as compared to the static one, but the
complexity in its realisation might mean higher costs.
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1. Introduction

Since the 80's there has been a rapid move towards convergence of traditionally
independent networks into a single high speed network. Multimedia applications in which
the terminal equipment takes the form of a PC or a work-station can represent a very
powerful business tool particularly for interpretative work, where large amounts of data
are required to solve complex multi-parameter problems.
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Fig. 1. Convergence towards a single Broadband Integrated Service Network

With combined telecomms and computing capabilities (Fig. I), such an application would
provide for the simultaneous sharing of information with other users as well as integrated
voice and video communications or electronic-mail facilities.

B-ISDN networks based on ATM technology offer a greater flex ibility in the nature of the
services that they can offer with the desired quality of service (QoS). This flexibility
however leads to a high risk of the network becoming seriously congested and hence
ultimately affecting the QoS of the already existing calls and even leading to a network
being totally in-accessible at all. This is because this flexibility enables users to inject any
information streams, thus leading to a mix up of information streams that are highly
variable in terms of their bit rate requirements. Users will always, live up to the
expectations of a high and consistent QoS from the ATM network.



2. Current and future services

By the turn of the century a number of new services are envisaged. Some multimedia
applications are shown in Table I. Most of these require large computing resources e.g.
interactive games and video meetings.

Interactive video
Multimedia telephony
ID verification
Voice paging
Smart card comms
Moving graphics
Mobile vidtotexl
Tclcnewspapcr
Video messaging
Transaction processing
Surrogate travel
Translation
Voice recognition
Arlilicial reality
Virtual reality
Hi-fi telephony
Teleworking

Teleworking Quadrophony
Mobile VANS Credit card verification

Transport services Signature verification
Broadband data
Telemarketing

Fast packet
World-wide mobility

Broadband image
Video conlerence
Video narrowcast

Mobile alarms
NICAM TV
Multimedia database

Home hanking
Cashless services
Home shopping

Surveillance

Table 1. Rapid growths in telecommunication services

These services show a diversity in terms of their bit rate requirements(Table 2).Basically
all the services enlisted above and many other more can be categorised as either constant
bit rate (CBR) or variable bit rate (VBR) services. Taking for example multi-media video
conferencing which provides real time communication among multiple sites through the
transfer of different data combinations (e.g., video, data, packetised voice, graphics, etc..)
will require a variable bit rate since the actual bit rate will depend on the scene being
captured, coding techniques and the type of video compression algorithms.

SOURCE TYPE

AUDIO

VIDEO
Low rate
Video (360 x 240 )
Standard TV

DATA:(8,5"x II" page)
ASCII text
colour page
colour page
colour page
colour page

CODEC

CD-audio

Wideband audio

FM stereo
'CM-audio (Mu-law)

\DPCM-audio

4:1:1
4:1:1
4:2:2

88 char/line x 55
200 pixel/ inch x 24
400 pixel/ inch x 24
800 pixel/ inch x 24
1600 pixel/inch

Bl
PraL

384
192
64
56
48

128
64
64
32

2562
1400
822

15
4500

I60O0
65000

287000

T RATE (kbps)
Avfrnvf

192
192
64
56
48
128
64
32
32

239.6
239.6
239.6

Note: data rates correspond to the retrieval and transfer comprt-ised rates

Table 2. Bit rate requirements for various broadband services

3. ATM technology: main concepts

The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has been proposed as a solution to B-ISDN
whereby fixed length cells carrying user data from a variety of tr.iffic sources (services) are
conveyed over the network. The ATM solution is flexible enough to support a diverse
mixture of multimedia traffic with different correlation and burs: iness properties.
These different types of multimedia traffic differ in their statistical characteristics as well.

To achieve high speed transport capability the B-ISDN, ATM transport network offers the
minimum functions required to transfer cells in order to reduce protocol processing such
as flow control or recovery. Basically an ATM cell comprises 53 bytes: a 5-byte header
and a 48-byte payload. The byte header does differ at several points of the network, e.g.,
at the User-Network Interface (UNI) and Network-to-Network Interface (NNI's) as
shown in Fig 2. The difference here being that a 4-bit generic flow control word is
required at the UNI for smooth access.



a). [Cell structure] b). [UNI: Header format]
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c). [NNI: Header formal]

1

GFC: Generic Flow Control 3
VPI: Virtual Pain Idcnlifier 4
VCI: Virtual pain identifier
PT: Payload Type
HEC: Header Error Conlrol
CLP: Cell Loss Priority bit
Res: Reserved bit

Fig. 2. ATM cell structure (a); header structure at the UNI (b) and NNI (c)

The ATM adaptation layer (AAL) which is a layer between the ATM layer and the
service user layer supports multiple protocols to fit the needs of the different AAL service
users. These include handling the quantisation effect due to cell information size,
transmission errors, lost and misdelineated cells, flow and timing control. The AAL
services are classified on the base of a timing relation between the two end terminals (i.e.
server and client) [2]. The agreed framework structure for the different types of AAL
protocol structure for the various services are as shown in Fig 3.

The AAL Type I is intended to carry Class A services. It can carry unstructured data
circuits or those with internal framing such as El or DSL Asynchronous residual time
stamp (SRTS) allow re-synchronisation across the network. This marks the cell stream
with an offset against a common clock supplied to both sender and receiver, allowing the
original timing pattern to be restored.

The AAL Type 2 is intended to carry Class B services. It carries variable bit rate
information such as video and audio information, keeping the timing relationship between
sender and receiver.

The AAL T\pe 3 supports connectionless oriented towards data services and signalling.
The functions include segmentation and reassembly. This class allows multiplexing at cell
level between AAL connections using the same ATM virtual channel connection.
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SN: Sequence Number; SNP: Sequence Number Protection; IT: Information Type;
LI: Length Indication; CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Check; P: Priority; MID: Multiplexing Identification.

Fig. 3. AAL Type specification



AAL Type 4. Originally Type 4 supported connectionless data services. It has the same
functions as AAL Type 3 in addition to the multiplexing and demultiplexing function.
The last two have been merged and are now known as AAL Type 3/4. This type is very
common to the SIP 2 protocol used on DQDB (distributed queue dual bus) metropolitan
area networks.

AAL Type 5 is illustrated in Fig.3, b. It can not multiplex at cell level, but its more well
suited to Class C services and not at all suited to class D.

4. Traffic and congestion functions

The primary role of traffic and congestion control procedures is to protect the network
and the subscribers (users) in order to achieve network performance objectives. This is
also carried out in order to economise the network's resources. The basic requirements of
any traffic and congestion control function or mechanism include the following:
• capability of delecting any possible traffic situation that can lead to a degradation of

QoS;
• effective selectivity (between compliant and non-compliant behaviours);
• must not in itself act as a source of traffic overload;
• quickness in perceiving non-compliance;
• simplicity in implementation
• in case of any capacity reduction, then the function(s) must re-distribute the available

resources fairly over all the VCs/VPs affected .

In [ 1 ] several traffic and congestion control functions have been suggested.

(i). Network Resource Management Function. This involves the use of Virtual Paths,
which in-turn simplify call admission procedures. This also facilitates the use of some form
of priority control by separating traffic types requiring different Grades of Service (GoS).

(ii). Connection Admission Control Function. This function after analysing the declared
traffic parameters of an intended connection then decides on whether the connection can
be established or not depending on the available resources.

(Hi). Usage/Network Parameter Control Functions. This function monitors and control
traffic in terms of traffic offered at the User Access (Usage Parameter Control, UPC) and
Network-Network Access (Network Parameter Control, NPC). The monitoring task of
the UPC is performed on Virtual Channel Controls (VCCs) by checking the validity of the
VCI and VPI for each connection and making sure that parameters agreed upon are not
violated, as for the NPC this is performed for VPCs (Virtual Path Control) by checking
the validity of VPIs by monitoring the traffic entering the network from active VPCs in
order to ensure that no parameters are violated (Fig. 4).

(iv). Priority Control Function. This allows the use of the CLP bit so that users can
generate two kinds of cells, low priority CLP=1 and high priority CLP=0.

A. No cell tagging

B.Tagging option

Tagging to
CLP=1

to the network

Cx -conforniance tests
Uo+1 updating of UPO NPC parameters

Co+1 Cot !o iforVfnalceli to the network

Fig. 4. Possible actions of the UPC/NPC

(v).Traffic Shaping. This is a function whose actions do alter the traffic characteristics of
a stream of cells on a VCC or VPC to achieve the desired modifk.ation of the traffic
characteristics. This might lead to a reduction of the peak cell rate, burst length or the
CDV.

(vi). The Fast Resource Management (Fig.5). With this function, a user might be
permitted to send a burst by way of this function temporarily allocating the extra required
resources.

BW request cell

FRP-TE^n 1 FRP-TE

ACK Cell

Fig. 5. The FRM protocol concept

Usually an end-to end connection is established without using band security. Band security
uses a control cell defined by the ATM layer (differentiated by th-s pay load type of the
ATM layer) only when traffic is generated.



5. Traffic parameter definition

Because traffic parameters are used to determine the intrinsic characteristics of any new
connection, it is essential that these should be understandable by the user or his terminal.
They should also be enforceable by the UPC/NPC. Traffic parameters include the
following: peak cell rate, average cell rate, busrtiness factor, peak duration, desired quality
of service (QoS) and service type. Determination of some of the above mentioned
parameters might not be so easy, e.g., the definition of the peak cell rale is made difficult
by the introduction of cell delay variation (CDV) during transmission. CDV comes about
when cells from several ATM sources are being multiplexed. In this case cells from a given
connection might be delayed while cells from another connection are inserted at the output
of the multiplexer. Therefore the time interval between the reception of ATM cell
Data_Requests at the end of an ATM connection to the time that an ATM cell
Data_Indication is received at the UPC/NPC will vary randomly. At times AAL
multiplexing itself might introduce CDV. The reference configuration for the definition of
peak cell rate shown on Fig. 6.

I/T -ATM cell peak rate; PLF - Physical Layer Funciioni; PL-SAP - Physical Layer SAP;
CDV - Cell Variation Delay.

Fig. 6. Reference configuration and equivalent terminal for the definition of the
peak cell rate of an ATM connection

It has been suggested that in order to optimally allocate resources to VPC/VCCs, a peak
cell rate has to be specified for low and high priority cells of a given connection separately,
but disregarding (excluding) the OAM (Operation , Administrative and Maintenance)
cells.

6. Static Leaky Bucket mechanism and source characterisation

Several variants of the Leaky Bucket (LB) mechanism have been suggested earlier.
Basically the scheme (Fig. 7) comprises an input buffer (with the capacity K) and a
control buffer Mi, which controls the agreed parameters at call set-up phase.

Input traffic 1

. r
rL

Mi

u
an tn nplvvnrk1 Tagging 1

Ml

&

Fig. 7. The Static LB mechanism with tagging option.

An additional buffer M2 is set such that the source can exceed the initially agreed
parameter values (e.g, the peak cell rate ) by a certain percentage although all these cells
will be tagged (low prioritised then transmitted). In such a system cells can only be lost
when the three buffers Mi, M2 and K are overflowing. By considering only the main
control buffer Mi. and assuming the system is fed by an off/on source (Fig. 8), differential
equations relating to the control buffer occupancy state can be derived.

Fig. 8. An on/off traffic source.
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This source can be characterised by the following parameters [3J.

the peak bit rate [b];
the mean burst length [m];
the mean .silence duration [k];
the mean burst duration [h];
the source's burstiness factor [s=l+h/k];
the mean cycle duration [c=h+k];
mean source bit rate lm=bh/c).

The control buffer Mi's state X(t) can be summarised by the system illustrated in Fig. 9.

Qi(0 Q.(0 Qi.KO

Fig. 9. The buffer state occupancy

Vo(t) V, KO V,(t) V, i (0

Q"(0

We can write the following three differential equations for the stale probabilities

dp,,(t)/dt=Qi(t)pi(t)-V,,(t)po(t) (i=0);

cI,,pl,(t)/clt=V,,i(t)p,,-i(t)-Q»(t)P"(t)

The system illustraited in Fig.9 is a typical birth -death process and assuming

that the system is at state x0 at time t = 0, then the following two additional

differential equations will hold true:

dt dt

11

We also assume the following initial conditions:

po(O) = l; p,(<>) = 0 ( 0 < i < n ) .

The first differential equation gives the solution:

p (t) = e"v"' and ———= -V.pAt) = Voe~v"lTl.
dt

The LT for this solution is as follows:

V.*

After several mathematical steps the pdf of t can be expressed \>y the following:

dt

The behaviour of the conirol buffer when the Leaky Bucket scheme is fed by traffic
sources of varying natures can be further analysed by further expanding from this point.
For the purpose of analysing its performance in a simpler manner, we will use the fluid
flow approach.
By using the fluid flow approach [3], the cell loss ratio of this s> .tern is given by:

b X, exp(X, - X 3 ) M , — \ 2 b — at X^expCX,—i

where
1

b(h-a)
and

k a

12



7. Dynamic Rate Leaky Bucket scheme

The leaky rate does vary in accordance with the source's activity. It is increased to a value
ai during bursts periods and to a value a2 during relative silence periods. The two limits
are selected such that the overall network access rate does not exceed the contract value.
This mechanism will be favourably to very bursty traffic. The input buffer K (Fig. 10) will
likewise enable the cells to temporarily queue while the control buffers over-flow. Just as
the case with the previous leaky scheme an additional buffer M: is incorporated to the
system so that a certain percentage of the excess (violating cells) could be tagged and
transmitted depending on the anticipated availability of extra resources.
Temporarily disregarding the existence of M2 and using the same traffic characteristics as
in (he previous scheme, the steady state probability that the source is in the on period is
given by y=m/t>.

The mean transmission rate is given by:
ma , + (b - m)a 2

a =
b

Hence the mechanism's loads are defined by

HI HI
p 0 = , and p , =

11, ( i ,

The cell loss ratio is given by the equation:

I I I P o . v C - P , ) + ( l - . v ) ( p , - po)]expl{M -1-/O
D _ / _ \ .

v P i P 1 ( I - > ' ) - p 0 ( P i - v ) e x p X(M + K)

K

Mi

Ifl

to network with access rate ao

M:

i.fCJ

credits

p, (1 - p 0) + y( p, - P 0)
where X = where L is the the average

Z . ( l - y ) ( p , t - v )

number of bitb generated by the source during the burst durations.

Fig. 10. Dynamic Late Leaky Bucket mechanism.
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Fig. 11. The cell loss probability versus the mean burst duration (h/ho) for the
DRLM (1) and SRLM (2):
(a), high-speed data; (b). voice at 64 kbps; (c). low rate video. (In all the cases the a/bo is
equal to 0.8).

15

E-09
1 2 3 h/ho

Fig. 12. Performance of the two mechanisms in low rate video's peak cell rate
regulation

1.0

E-091
1 100 Ml

Fig. 13. The control buffer capacity Mi.
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8. Comparisons of the mechanisms

In comparing the two mechanisms (Fig. 11 -13), i.e. the static rate (SRLM) and the
dynamic rate (DRLM) a strict policing method is assumed. The cell loss ratio is fixed at
E-09 for all compliant cells. From the following graphs the following are noted: both the
SRLM and the DRLM can effectively control the peak cell rate (b) of most sources,
although the capacity of the control buffer needed to achieve the same Piu« for the DRLM
is much smaller than that for the SRLM. The DRLM will require a lesser leaky rate to
maintain the same CLP as the SRLM. The mean delay of the DRLM is slightly greater
than that of the SRLM, but however values of the input buffer K and M should be selected
with care such that the mean end-to-end delay does not exceed 4:1:1, e.g. multiparty video
conferencing will require a total delay time of no worse than 150 milliseconds to avoid
perceptibility.

9. Conclusion

The DRLM requires a relatively smaller buffer to achieve the same Pio« as the SRLM.
It is quite effective in controlling very bursty traffic. Us performance can be further
enhanced by way of assigning several load values for both the h and k slots, depending on
the source. However DRLM comparably very complex to implement.
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